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The DONA Foundation
• The DONA Foundation is Based in Geneva Switzerland.
• From its statutes it has two clear and distinct purposes:

1) Provide coordination, software, and other strategic services for the
technical development, evolution, application, and other uses in the
public interest around the world of the Digital Object Architecture (DOA)
and related X.1255 standard with a mission to promote interoperability
across heterogeneous information systems across many different
countries, domains, and industries.
2) Administer and maintain the stable operations of the Global Handle
Registry (GHR), a key component of the DOA, and shall authorize and
coordinate its administration with multiple multi stakeholders across the
world know as Multi-Primary Administrators (MPAs).
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Motivations for the Digital Object Architecture
• Need to facilitate the secure discovery, access, exchange, and
reuse of information represented in digital form across a wide
range of types and sources of data.
• Make information a “First Class Citizen” in the Internet.
–
–
–
–
–

Information needs to be identifiable and locatable.
Information needs to be accessible in a consistent manner.
Information needs to be understandable to be reusable.
Information needs to be attributable, protected, secure, and trusted.
Information needs to be able to be used with the simplest to the most
complex data and services.
– Information needs to be able to persist over time.
– Information need to be managed according to local policies.

Digital Object Architecture Overview
• The DOA is a logical extension of the Internet
• Based on the same architectural ideas embedded in the Internet’s
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•

architecture and which have sustained its evolution, the three most
important of which are:
• Open Architecture. Two defined protocols: Handle Protocol, DOIP
• Independence from the underlying technologies.
• Minimized complexity for users.
Provides a framework for managing digital information and services of all
kinds whether in the Internet or not using the Digital Object (DO) as its
basic structure.
Built-in extensible typing system for describing new types of resources
such as data, operations, services, interfaces, workflows, and protocols to
name a few.
Built-in Security and PKI.
Distributed and highly scalable
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Digital Object Architecture: Two DO Protocols
• Handle System Protocol – Access to a global resolution system
• Allotment of globally unique identifiers known as handles.
• Provides rapid secure identifier resolution into a handle record/digital
object.
• Provides distributed administration of handles and their records.
• Has built in PKI and security.

• DOIP – Interoperable access to distributed, independently
managed services and data sources.
•
•
•
•
•

DOIP is a protocol to interact with digital objects.
The DOIP Service (DO Service) can be integrated with existing systems.
Leverages existing transport encryption standards such as TLS.
Provides built-in security leveraging the PKI of the Handle System.
Leverages the handles system for identifier resolution.

Digital Object – The Base Common Data Model
• id: the identifier of the DO.
• type: The type of the DO.
• A sequence of bytes. DOIP defines a suggested structure
• attributes: 0 or more key-value pairs.
• key: ID of a DO Type describing the type of the value
• value: the an instance of the associated type.
• elements: 0 or more elements each consisting of:
• id: id of the element. Must be unique in the DO.
• type: the type of the element.
• Length(optional): the length of the data element.
• attributes: 0 or more key-value pairs.
• data: the payload of the data element.
• signature (conditional)

Digital Object Interface Protocol : Request
• requestId: The identifier of the request provided by the
client to keep track of responses.
• clientId: The identifier of the requesting client.
• targetId: The identifier of the DO on which to perform
the operations
• operationId: the identifier of the operation to be
performed on the DO.
• attributes(optional): Stipulated by the Operation ID.
• authentication(optional): used by clients to authenticate.
• input(optional): Payload stipulated by the operation.

Digital Object Interface Protocol : Response
• requestId: The request identifier provided in the request by
the client.
• status: The status code identifier that indicates the status of
the request.
• attributes(optional): Operations stipulated.
• output: The presence and nature of the output is specific to
each operationID.

Two Synergistic and Complimentary Protocols
• The Handle System is a global, rapid, and secure resolution
service that resolves handles into digital object structured
handle records.
• For some applications, the Handle System is a complete
solution.
• Other applications need additional service interoperability
capabilities that DOIP provides.
•
•
•

Big Data: large data sets with different, non-interoperable access methods.
IoT devices: many different sorts of protocols with varying taxonomies.
Other uses cases require new and different security solutions.

• The DOIP relies on the Handle System for its PKI and to resolve
a Digital Object identifier into information needed to connect
to the appropriate DOIP Service.
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Integrating Existing Systems with DOIP
• DOIP is a simple protocol for exposing existing data and services.
• DOIP is implemented on top of existing systems to expose their data and
services using registered types and operations.
• The Digital Object model is the basic data model for returning data and
metadata.

DOIP
?
• DOIP provides a common yet extensible basis for data interoperability:
• Common name space
• Common data model
• Common global type and typing framework
• Common global operation description framework

Integration with Blockchain
• The Handle System and DOIP can be readily integrated in a bidirectional
manner with Blockchain.
• A handle provides a reference to an entry in the blockchain while also
pointing to the reference in a digital object.
• The entry in the block chain references the handle identifiers.
• The integrity of the reference and the content of the digital object is
maintained in the blockchain.
• The handle and the digital object can contain other integrity checks for the
data such as multiple independently signed hashes of the data, and
references.
• Current use case developed for ITU: membership voting.

DONA GHR Operations
• DONA’ GHR has currently 9 registered MPAs and ITU.
• Provide a wide geographical coverage and redundancy of
service.
• The GHR is now a self sustaining service.
• The current goal is to reach 12 MPAs by the end of 2019.

Thank you.

DONA DOIP Recent and Ongoing Activities
• CNRI transferred the rights to DOIP V2.0 to the DONA
Foundation on the 19th of October 2018
• DONA Publically released the DOIP V2.0 Protocol on the 12th of
November.
• DONA will publically release a free, open source, low level DOIP
V2.0 client and server libraries targeted at developers before the
end of the year.
• DONA, the MPAs and the community at large will collaborate to
adopt and evolve DOIP.
• DONA is involved with the Research Data Alliance (RDA) to use
the adoption of DOIP in big data project to establish
interoperability between existing data repositories.

GHR Service Provider
• An organization that is credentialed and authorized by DONA to
create derived prefixes from its allotted credential prefix is
known as a Multi-primary Administration (MPA).
• Each such organization is allotted a credential (e.g. 0.NA/21) by
DONA and authorized to provide GHR services.
• Each such organization can create and unlimited number of
derived prefixes from its credential prefix and allot them to
organizations that wish to provide local handle services.
• A maximum of 1 million 1 delimiter prefixes may exist on the
GHR.
• All GHR Services verify and replicate any and all valid prefixes
created/modified by other from all other MPAs and GSPs in
accordance with DONA Foundation Policies and Procedures .
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